1. In the corpus description of the experiment section, the training partition of CTB 5.0 should not be chapters 1-260, and it should be described as “Chapters 271–300 as test set, chapters 301–325 as development set, and other chapters as training set.” This is also the case in my second paper “Word Lattice Reranking for Chinese Word Segmentation and Part-of-Speech Tagging”, I apologize for the mistakes!

2. For Table 2, which shows the performance of our baseline segmenter on the SIGHAN corpora, we correct that the performance on AS, CityU, PKU and MSR should be 0.953, 0.948, 0.937 and 0.966. We show special thanks to Kun Wang from NLPR Lab. of Institute of Automation of CAS, whose experiments show that the SIGHAN official perl script for performance testing gives different results in Dawning Computing Platform and PC, and reconfirm the results of other experiments. After validating the baseline experiment by running the performance testing program developed by ourselves, we confirm that, the figures in Table 2, given by the SIGHAN official perl script running on Dawning Computing Platform, are wrong.